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Abstract 

Under the circumstance that China Tower unified construction of 4G 

telecommunications infrastructure, how do the three operators fairly and reasonably 

share the telecommunications infrastructure cost is the key problem of Chinese telecom 

industry at present, and also is a hot issue for scholars. To alleviate this problem, after 

comparing the advantages and disadvantages of current methods of cost allocation, this 

paper try to introduce risk correction factor into Shapley Value algorithm, and propose a 

cost allocation model of telecom infrastructure co-construction based on the fixed 

Shapley Value algorithm. The validity and practicability of the method have been proved 

by the test of the actual calculation. With the help of this model, it is able to provide a 

more effective strategy for the cost allocation problem in the construction of China's 

telecom infrastructure. 
 

Keywords: Fixed ShapleyValue algorithm; Cost allocation; Risk factors; telecom 

infrastructure 
 

1. Introduction 

In China, it is a major problem in co-construction and sharing work that how to share 

the cost of telecommunications infrastructure fairly and reasonably for the three telecom 

operators. With the introduction of "Broadband China", "Improvement Project of Small 

and Medium-sized City Infrastructure Network" and a series national strategy of network 

infrastructure construction, the competition for network infrastructure resources of 

telecom operators is becoming more and more intense. Meanwhile, in the sharing work of 

CPN access, due to the local operator's intense competition and some historical reasons, 

the progress of telecommunications infrastructure sharing has been very slow. Although 

the relevant state ministries and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology 

have successively introduced the "Emergency Notice on Promoting the Sharing of 

Telecommunications Infrastructure","Interim Provisions on Sharing of 

Telecommunications Infrastructure Engineering and Technical" and other policy 

documents, which make clear provisions on the principle of sharing, technical scheme and 

so on. While in terms of co-construction cost sharing, these documents just point out that 

co-construction cost should be shared by the cost and don't clear the specific details, 

which causes the difficulties in the implementing of co-construction cost of 

telecommunications infrastructure and hinders the smooth progress of the work sharing to 

some extent. It has become an important issue needed to clear or solve addressed in the 

current sharing work how to share the telecommunications infrastructure costs fairly and 

reasonably to improve sharing enthusiasm of three operating companies. 
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2. The Main Cost Allocation Method and its Application 

Now, in all walks with the continuous development of co-construction and sharing 

level, investment cost allocation problem has also been a considerable degree of attention 

in theory. It has formed dozens of cost allocation methods, but these methods can be 

summarized in the following categories: one-time allocation method, the two-time 

allocation method and allocation method based on Cooperative Game. 

The one-time allocation method means that makes one-time allocation of costs 

according to the proportion of a quantitative index of the project, mainly based on the 

participating parties to allocate averagely. However, this method did not take into account 

the complexity of the co-construction process, and treated the various different companies 

fully equally, so it is a relatively unfair method.The two-time allocation methodrefers to 

that the investment of the project is divided once,and then on the basis of division,the 

investment is allocated by proportion. The two-time allocation method refers primarily to 

the Separable Cost--The Separable Costs-remaining Benefits Method (SCRB). In this 

method, firstly separable investment (minimum investment required by each unit) of 

benefit units will separated from total cost of the project. Then according to proportion of 

surplus benefit of each beneficiary unit, remaining investment will be allocated. The two-

time allocation method refers primarily to the Separable Cost - The SeparableCosts-

remaining Benefits Method (SCRB). In this method, firstly separable investment 

(minimum investment required by each unit) of benefit units will separated from total cost 

of the project. Then according to proportion of surplus benefit of each benefit unit (the 

smaller value of each benefit unit and the equivalent alternative investment scheme), 

remaining investment will be allocated. Because these two methods have great 

limitations, it is not widely used in practice. 

Cost allocation can be regarded as a typical cooperative game process. In the process of 

cooperative game, participants not only consider their own interests, to be able to enter 

the next round of the game and gain further common interests, the participants will also 

consider the overall interests of the game groups. Cooperative game has a wide range of 

applications in the cost allocation, such as Anily and Haviv (2010) use the core concept of 

cooperative game to study the cooperative cost allocationof M/M/1 queuing system with 

shared resources and customers at the same time;Wang Wei (2011) on the basis of 

cooperative game theory and the studies of other scholars, in the aspect of joint 

distribution in improving the logistics benefit, use a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative methods to discuss the income distribution and cost problems of joint 

distribution, which makes up for the shortcomings of some of the literature. 

2012 Nobel Prize winner Shapley Lloyd and others make a great contribution on the 

cooperative game, which put forward a series of important theories, such as Bondareva-

Shapley rule, Shapley-Shubik. At present, many studies on cooperative game are around 

Shapley value method to expand, such as Reinhardt and Dada use the Shapley value of 

cooperative games to study the cooperative cost allocation of queuing system with shared 

resources and customers at the same time; Li Weiqian et al. (2013), based on the DEA 

method, improved the value of Shapley, which provides a reference for the study of the 

ecological compensation allocation of the trans regional watershed; Zeng Yinlian and Li 

Jun, in the study on cooperation cost allocation problem of queuing system with shared 

resources, verified that the allocation method based on the core is superior than the 

Shapley value allocation method and the proportional distribution method by simulation 

analysis. 

According to the related research of cost allocation in academic circles at present, in 

the cost allocation method, based on cooperative game the cost allocation method is 

relatively more common, and the most widely used is Shapley value method, which 

distribution principle is relatively more equitable. And at present, in the study of 

telecommunications cost allocation, Liu Xiaoning (2014) using activity-based costing, 
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Tang Wei, etc. (2007) using allocation cost based on life-cycle passenger flow are the 

main representatives. Meanwhile, the cost allocation theory based on cooperative game 

has been more applied in the cost allocation problems about some large public 

infrastructure, such as Choudhury(2011)studied cost allocation problems in the field of 

electric power communication network. However, based on the Shapley value method the 

present studies of telecommunications infrastructure cost allocation are not yet abundant. 

In view of this, this paper introduces the Shapley value method to study the cost 

allocation of telecom infrastructure sharing and puts forward cost allocation strategy, 

which makes Shapley value method and risk factor as correction. 

 

3. Basic Principle of Shapley Value Algorithm 

Shapley Value Algorithm method which is proposed by Shapley L.S. in 1953is a 

mathematical method to solve the problem of multi-person cooperation. It is mainly used 

to solve distribution of profits, cost allocation and other problems. It is a way to allocate 

resources according to the contributions of alliance members, which reflects the fairness 

and reasonableness. And it can improve the team members' actualityof participation. For 

cost allocation in this research, special allocation theory is following: 

Let characteristic function is a co-constructioncost function of all sets defined on the 

set of co-construction and operation enterprise. The co-construction and operation 

enterprise set is
 nN ,,,,,,,2,1 . For any possible set S(S is a subset of N.), which isco-

constructiontelecom operators set to build jointly, there will produce a total cost C(S) 

produced by thealliance. 

Let
 nN ,,,,,,,2,1

, C(S) is defined on the function of all subsets of N, and satisfies 

the following conditions: 

0)C(                                (1) 

 



n

i

iCNC
1

)()(                               (2) 

Among them, (N, C)means the cooperative game of n telecom operators. C(S) is said 

the characteristic function of cost to co-construction. C(N) is the total cost of n enterprises 

to co-construction. 
)(iC

is the cost of NO i enterprise to build separately. The equation 

(1) expresses that when the set is empty(no one carries out to build jointly), the co-

construction cost is zero, which is quite obvious.The equation (2) reflectscollective 

rationality ofalliance, which means that the cost ofco-construction is lesser than the sum 

of all costs to build separately. Otherwise, it is obvious that telecom operators are 

unnecessary to participate in co-construction.  

For every telecom operator participating in co-construction, they should share their 

own cost in the total cost. It is expressed by
),,,,( 1 nxxx 

, where ix
is the cost that NO 

i enterprise should share. So this vector satisfies the two conditions:  

)(iCxi  Ni                                (3) 

)(
1

NCx
n

i

i 


                                (4) 

ix
meansone enterprise's allocation cost, andthe set of all x  constitutes sharing set. 

The condition (3) is individual reason conditionthat the cost allocation of NO i  

enterprise is lesser than the cost to build separately by itself. The condition (4) iseffective 

conditionthat the sum of cost allocation of n enterprises is the total cost to build jointly. It 

is clear that the element of sharing set is not the only. And when cost allocation to co-

constructionhas been solved, a more reasonable sharing result should be pointed out. 
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From Shapley Value model law, it will share the cost of adding value which is 

benefitedby the co-construction of telecom enterprises. And drawout the cost allocation of 

NO. i enterprises.  

 


 )]\()([
!

)!()!1(
isCsC

n

sns
xi

                (5) 

Where, 
s

 is the number of members in the alliance S. )\()( isCsC  is the increased 

cost caused by NO i  enterprise joining in the alliance S, that is the marginal cost of NO.

i enterprise to alliance. Then the marginal cost is shared to NO i enterprise at a certain 

probability ( !

)!()!1(

n

sns 

), that draws out the cost NO i  enterprise should 

undertake. 

As can be seen from the conclusion above, Shapley Value Algorithm shares the cost by 

the size of contribution of every enterprise, which satisfies individual reason and 

effectiveness. Besides, it reflects “fairness” and “reasonableness” to a certain extent,and it 

can encourage the participating enterprises make greater contribution in cooperation. 

 

4. The Correction of Shapley Value and the Meaning of Correction 
 

4.1The Correction of Shapley Value 

As can be seen from the analysis above, using Shapley Value to allocate thecost 

allocation with doing dynamicalliance avoids inequitable division, and it reflects fairness 

and reasonableness to a certain extent. But in the telecominfrastructure to co-construction, 

for every telecom operators, the extent of cooperation and the strength of participation are 

different. Especially, the risks undertaken in the process to co-construction of operators 

are different. For the operators who undertake greater risk, the cost allocation should be 

lesser. For the operators who undertake lower risk, the cost allocation should be more. 

Here, let R  is the risk factor. If the impact of risk factor is not considered, the risks 

that three operators undertake in the process to build jointly are equal, whichis n
R

1


. n 

is the number of operators to build jointly. Obviously, this is the ideal situation andit is 

impossible in practice.   

Analysis above indicates that, the total cost to co-construction is C(N). In considering 

the ideal case of equal risk, the cost allocation of every operator participating in co-

constructionis ix
. In considering the impact of risk factors, let the actual cost allocationis

ix
, the risk undertaken is iR

,
ni ,,,,,2,1

. The difference value of iR
 and R is: 

n
RR ii

1


                         (6) 

Among them,

1
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The correction of cost allocationis ii RNCx  )(
. So in considering all risk 

factors, actual cost allocation is: 

ii RNCisCsC
n

sns
x 


  )()]\()([

!
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                (7) 

When the specific cost is assessed, the principle of contribution is following.  

http://www.iciba.com/cost/
http://www.iciba.com/cost/
http://www.iciba.com/probability/
http://www.iciba.com/dynamic/
http://www.iciba.com/dynamic/
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(1)When
0 iR

, the actual risk NO. i operatorundertaking is higher than the ideal 

case in the process to build jointly. So they should share lesser costs. The actual cost 

allocation of NO. i operator is iii xxx 
 

(2)Similarly, when
0 iR

, actual risk NO. i operator undertaking is lower than the 

ideal case in the process to build jointly. So they should share more costs. The actual cost 

allocation of NO. i operator is iii xxx 
. 

 

4.2. The Meaning of Correction Factor 

Analysis above indicates that, for telecom infrastructure of three operators to co-

construction, the risk factors mainly include the risk of policy policy, technology risk, 

cost risk, construction progress risk, management risk and the other risks. The risks of 

telecominfrastructure to different operators are different. 

 

综合风险因素

政策风险 管理风险建设进度风险费用风险技术风险

国家政策的倾向性
领导素质；管理流程规
范性；组织机构的协调

性

技术的成熟些；技术的
复杂性

任务要求的明确性；成
本预算的准确性

建设计划的合理性；建
设人员的经验

 

Figure 1. Risk factors for the Construction of Telecommunications 
Infrastructure 

After clearing the definition of each risk, it is necessary to define the size of risk 

operators undertaken. Fieldwork, expert counseling method and the other methods are 

used to determine qualitatively. And fuzzy mathematics, genetic algorithms, neural 

networks, AHP and the other methods are also can be used to determine. Because the 

methods of risk factors are not the focus of this study, we do not go into in detail about 

the risk factors. 

 

5. Application Examples 

According to the regulation, "The Emergency Notification of Promoting Joint 

Construction and Sharing of Telecommunications Infrastructure" issued by Ministry of 

Industry and Information Technology, telecom infrastructure to co-construction mainly 

includes iron tower, pole line, rooftop, machine room, indoorsignal distributed system, 

pipeline and so on. In telecom infrastructure to co-construction, taking iron tower as an 

example, let the costs of iron tower NO. 1, 2, 3 operators to build separately are 10 

million, 10 million and 10 million respectively. The cost of NO. 1, 2 operators to co-

constructionis 10 million. The cost of NO. 2, 3 operators to co-constructionis 11 

million.The cost of NO. 1, 3 operators to co-constructionare 12 million. The cost of NO 

1,2,3 operators to co-construction is 13 million. 

According to Shapley Value model above, NO. 1,2,3 operators participating in co-

construction constitute an alliance N, 
 nN ,,,,,,,2,1

.According to the above 

assumptions, we can get that： 

http://www.iciba.com/expert/
http://www.iciba.com/indoor/
http://www.iciba.com/system/
http://www.iciba.com/respectively/
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10})1({ C , 10})2({ C , 10})3({ C , 10})2,1({ C , 11})3,2({ C ,

12})3,1({ C , 13})3,2,1({ C . 

For NO.1 operator, the cost allocation should be calculated with Shapley Value 

Algorithm,(figure 1) 

Table 1.The Cost Allocation of No.1 Operator 

 (1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,2,3) 

)(sC  
10 10 12 13 

)\( isC  
0 10 10 11 

)\()( isCsC   10 0 2 2 

s
 

1 2 2 3 
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( ) ( \ )

!

s n s
C s C s i
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10/3 0 1/3 2/3 

 

Where, S is the subset of N, 
)(sC

 is the total cost of operators participating in co-

construction in the alliance S. 
)\( isC

 is the total cost of the operators participating in 

building jointly except NO i  operator.  
s

is the number of members in alliance S. 

!

)!()!1(

n

sns 

 is the possible probability of operators to participating in co-

construction, or is called the weighting factor. )\()( isCsC  is the marginal cost of 

NO. i operator to alliance S, that is the size of contribution of NO i  operator to alliance 

S.  

The cost allocation of NO.1 operator calculated by adding the last low of Figure 1 is 

43,000 Yuan.Similarly, the cost allocations of NO 2, 3 are 38,000 Yuanand 48,000 Yuan 

separately.If we donot considerthe impact of risk factors, the cost allocations of NO 1,2,3 

operators participating in co-construction are calculated, 1x =43,000 Yuan, 2x =38,000 

Yuan, 3x =48,000 Yuan. Considering risk factors, it assumes that the risk factors of three 

operators are calculated 1 0.2R 
, 2 0.4R 

, 3 0.4R 
 with AHP. So 1 2 /15R  

, 

2 1/15R 
and 3 1/15R 

.  

According to Shapley Value model modified above, it is calculated that

111 xxx  =49,000 Yuan， 000,362 x Yuan， 000,453 x Yuan.  

The sum of these two results (the total build cost) are 130,000 Yuan.It is easy to verify 

that the cost allocation ix
 of three operators still meets the basic condition of original 

Shapley Value after considering risk factors. According to the assumption of risk factor 

values, it can be seenthat the risk factors of telecom operators 1 are small, and the 

risk factors of 2 and 3 are relatively large.The results indicate that after adding risk 

factors,the cost-sharing ofoperators 1 should be increased, and the operators 2 and 3 

should be reduced. The above calculation results are consistent with the correction 

hypothesis. Therefore, after considering risk factors, the cost allocation will be more fair 

and equitable. 

http://www.iciba.com/cost/
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the Shapley Value model is introduced into the analysis and research of 

the cost allocation of telecom infrastructure co-construction. Compared with several cost 

allocation methods, Shapley Value model is more fair and reasonable, which is based on 

the contribution of telecom operators in the process of co-construction to share the cost. 

Based on the risk allocation problem in co-construction and sharing of telecom operators, 

the Shapley Value is modified by introducing risk factors and the cost allocation strategy 

of Shapley Value is proposed, with correction algorithms as risk factors. The research of 

this paper has a certain guiding significance for improving the scientific rationality of the 

sharing of the co-construction cost of telecom operators, and the enthusiasm of the 

telecom operators to cooperate on building the infrastructure. 
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